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Abstract—How can we boost Escherichia coli (E. coli) growth
(i.e., production) without modifying genes themselves? This
remains a challenging and fruitful goal that would facilitate
the mass production of biofuels, biomedicine, and engineered
genomes in synthetic biology. In this paper, we focus on rear-
ranging gene order within an operon to optimize gene expression.
Optimizing more than five genes remains laborious without
predictive modeling as the number of gene orders increases
factorially—a five-gene operon possesses 120 gene orders, but a
ten-gene operon possesses 3,628,800 gene orders. To handle a ten-
gene operon, we propose consultation algorithms utilizing LCS to
analyze the relationship between gene order and growth rate, and
then verify predicted gene orders with high growth rates using
wet-lab experiments. “Consultation” refers to optimizing gene
orders in different machine learning algorithms and choosing
gene orders with high growth rates in each algorithm to avoid
over-fitting. We address the following research questions: (RQ1)
How can we predict E. coli growth according to gene orders?
(RQ2) Can definite rules easily understood by biologists be
extracted? (RQ3) Can new E. coli strains surpass the highest
growth rate of the dataset? Our first computational approach
shows that consultation algorithms utilizing LCS can identify
gene orders that significantly control E. coli growth and create
novel E. coli strains with high growth rates using these operon
construction rules.

I. INTRODUCTION

How can we boost Escherichia coli (E. coli) growth (i.e.,
production) without modifying genes themselves? In this pa-
per, we address rearranging gene order within an operon to
optimize gene expression by machine learning, which is one
of the most important topics in synthetic biology. Synthetic
biology [1] has the potential to generate useful materials pro-
duced by complex artificial biological systems for applications,
such as personalized medicine [2], medical diagnosis [3], and
advanced biofuels [4]. Metabolic engineering advances, such
as multiple gene assembly technologies, have contributed to
progress in this field. The ordered gene assembly in Bacillus
subtilis (OGAB) method [5] facilitates the assembly of mul-
tiple DNA fragments in a fixed order and orientation, thus
potentially boosting E. coli growth by rearranging gene order
within an operon; again, because gene order within an operon
influences gene expression, this is a straightforward means of
adjusting E. coli growth rates.

In the past, synthetic biologists have empirically executed
metabolic engineering of biosynthesis pathways, such as those
of carotenoids [6], [7] and P(3HB) [8], by optimizing gene

order without computational predictive modeling. But optimiz-
ing more than five genes remains elusive because the number
of gene orders increases factorially.

Our aim was to investigate the influence of gene order
among ten genes within an operon on the growth rate of
E. coli. To do so, we utilized consultation via machine
learning algorithms that include learning classifier systems
(LCS) [9], [10], [11] to analyze the relationship and then
verified predicted gene orders with high growth rates using
wet-lab experiments.
Research Questions. In this paper, we mainly address the
following three research questions:
• (RQ1) Prediction: How can we predict E. coli growth

according to gene orders?
• (RQ2) Rule extraction: Can definite rules easily under-

stood by biologists be extracted?
• (RQ3) Growth rate: Can new E. coli strains surpass the

highest growth rate of the dataset? And if not, what is the
highest rate achievable?

Contributions. Our main contributions and findings are sum-
marized as follows:
• Artificial operon construction: This is the first compu-

tational approach for analyzing the relationship between
operon gene order and E. coli growth rate for comprehensive
prediction. Extracted two-gene order rules can be used to
design operons that significantly effect E. coli growth. Our
study also reveals that surpassing the highest growth rate of
the dataset is challenging.

• Synthetic biology: This research significantly contributes
to the goal of designing efficient operons for the mass-
production of useful materials in synthetic biology. Further-
more, this study provides a crucial step toward interdisci-
plinary research linking LCS and synthetic biology, which
can be applied to various other tasks.

Outline. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section
II provides a brief summary of background information on
LCS, synthetic biology, gene expression analysis with LCS,
and operon structure optimization. In Section III, the particular
artificial operon model is defined. The experimental procedure
of both computational simulations and their biological verifica-
tion is presented in Section IV. Section V reports the results of
the experiments. Finally, Section VI presents our findings and
concludes the paper with some proposed future developments.
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Fig. 1. Interactions among LCS components.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Learning Classifier Systems

LCS are algorithms that incorporate genetic algorithms
(GA) with reinforcement learning (RL) to produce adaptive
systems described by simple if-then rules. Nature-inspired
LCS were originally envisioned as cognitive systems with
interactive components (Fig. 1), permitting the classification of
massive and noisy datasets in biological systems. Furthermore,
LCS efficiently generate compact rules describing complex
systems that enable knowledge extraction. Hence, LCS can
efficiently extract knowledge from biological system datasets
as well as previously intractable dynamic systems, such as
affective image classification in spatial-frequency domain [12].

Accordingly, LCS and LCS-inspired systems have solved
many bioinformatic and medical problems, such as automating
alphabet reduction for protein datasets [13] and the classifi-
cation of a primary breast cancer dataset [14]. LCS-inspired
systems, like BioHEL [15], [16], exist that are even designed
for data mining large-scale bioinformatic datasets.

B. Synthetic Biology

Engineering microorganisms accurately requires a compre-
hensive understanding of natural biological systems, such as
cryptic cellular behaviors, and tools for controlling cells. To
overcome these problems, as a relatively new interdisciplinary
branch of biology, synthetic biology aims to design and con-
struct complex artificial biological systems from the bottom-up
for practical applications. LCS can be applied to fields ranging

from renewable biofuels [17] to biomedicine—for intractable
diseases such as cancer [18], infectious diseases [19], and
autoimmune disorders [20]—and engineered genomes [21] of
artificial organisms.

In synthetic biology, the engineering design cycle for the
core platforms exists to avoid laborious trial and error; this
design cycle illustrates how to (1) design systems according
to high-level concepts, (2) model these designs as circuits
with efficient parts libraries, (3) simulate their functionality,
(4) construct the design effortlessly, (5) probe the resulting
circuits, and (6) measure the results. Phases such as circuit
conceptualization, design, and construction have advanced
significantly, but many bottlenecks still exist at modeling,
simulation, probing, and measurement phases. In the design
cycle, constant feedback between stages plays a key role in
enhancing circuit functionality. Moreover, evolutionary strate-
gies exist in the cycle to increase the performance of other
steps, though these strategies remain underutilized.

There is a rising trend in designing artificial metabolic
pathways that show previously undescribed reactions produced
by the assembly of enzymes from different sources in a
single host. However, few researchers have succeeded thus
far because of the difficulty of empirically analyzing gene
expression that determines the synthesis of a functional gene
product; in synthetic biology, optimizing gene expression
remains a challenging and potentially fruitful goal that would
facilitate the mass production of useful products such as
biofuels. In order to avoid empirical studies without under-
taking predictive modeling, synthetic biology is shifting from
developing proof-of-concept designs to establishing general
core platforms for efficient biological engineering based on
computer science [22]. In this context, data mining and knowl-
edge discovery are essential to investigate and utilize natural
biological phenomena.

C. Gene Expression Analysis with LCS

There is a rapid rise of interest in the application of evo-
lutionary computation techniques in many different domains,
including computer science, engineering, and bioinformatics.
Recently, Al-Sahaf et al. [23] succeeded to utilize a genetic
programming based image descriptor for multiclass texture
classification with only two instances per class. In the context
of bioinformatics, Chen et al. [24] proposed multi-dimensional
scaling and MODELLER-based evolutionary algorithms for
protein model refinement. Furthermore, the multiobjective evo-
lutionary algorithm based on NSGA-II by Ortuno et al. [25]
optimized multiple sequence alignment. Similarly, synthetic
biology is also not the exception. Naruse et al. [26] attmpted
to create genetic networks using differential evolution and
succeeded to extract the knowledge about robust network
structures. Likewise, the estimation of parameters of gene
regulatory networks was successfully modeled according to
the S-system formalism by Nobile et al. [27].
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genes, which is controlled by a regulatory gene.

As explained in the previous subsection, gene expression
analysis plays an essential role in solving a large number
of problems in synthetic biology. LCS have recently been
attempted in a wide range of genetics and genomics fields
related to the mechanisms of gene expression because of their
ability to interpret large and complex genomic datasets. Glaab
et al. [28] evaluated rule-based evolutionary machine learning
systems inspired by Pittsburgh-style LCS, specifically Bio-
HEL, and GAssist, in order to increase the understandability
of prediction models with high accuracy. Zibakhsh et al. [29]
suggested memetic algorithms, including LCS with a multi-
view fitness function approach. These algorithms significantly
outperformed classic memetic algorithms in discovering rules.
Abedini et al. [30] proposed two XCS-inspired evolution-
ary machine learning systems to investigate how to improve
classification accuracy using feature quality information: FS-
XCS, which utilize feature selection to reduce features, and
GRD-XCS, which exploit feature ranking to modify the rule
discovery process of XCS. Implementation of LCS to deal
with gene expression is poised to grow in the near future, as
a number of sizeable genomic datasets are made available by
large-scale international projects, such as the 1000 Genomes
Project, the 100,000 Genomes Project, and the ENCODE
Project.

D. Operon Structure Optimization

A number of genes in genomes encode many proteins that
modulate cellular activities or implement specific functionality.
In bacterial genomes, such as E. coli genomes, such genes
frequently act as an operon, that is, a functioning unit of
genomic DNA that controls the transcription of multiple genes
simultaneously with a single promoter. Fig. 2 illustrates a
typical operon with a promoter, an operator, and structural
genes. An operon is transcribed into a continuous mRNA
strand and either translated in the cytoplasm, or trans-spliced
to generate monocistronic mRNAs that are translated inde-
pendently. As such, gene expression of elements within an
operon decrease linearly with transcription distance [31]. To
increase the productivity of synthetic metabolic pathways, the
relative abundance of transcripts must be regulated accurately
using an operon to achieve the balanced expression of multiple
genes and avoid the accumulation of toxic intermediates or
bottlenecks that inhibit the growth of microorganisms [32].

To approach this central challenge in synthetic biology,
operon structure optimization has been pursued in recent years.
There are several examples: the optimization and genetic
implementation of a blueprint as an artificial operon, according
to metabolic real-time analysis, tripled the production of dihy-
droxyacetone phosphate from glucose [33]; the amplification
of genomic segments in artificial operons successfully con-
trolled gene expression using selective RNA processing and
stabilization (SRPS) [34], which transcribes primary mRNA
into segments using nucleases and thus produces variation
in stability among the segments [35]; libraries of tunable
intergenic regions (TIGRs)—which recombine numerous post-
transcriptional control elements and permit specifying the
desired relative expression levels—have helped optimize gene
expression in artificial operons [36].

Instead of modifying genes themselves, a completely dif-
ferent approach—reordering multiple genes into an operon
structure with an appropriate promoter—may become a break-
through in optimizing E. coli growth (i.e., production).

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We applied machine learning to investigate the construction
principles relating gene order within an operon to the sepa-
ration from a promoter involved in a metabolic pathway and
thus the growth rate of E. coli. The operon contained ten genes
(labeled A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and J). We then verified
the high-growth-rate gene orders using wet-lab experiments.

The expression of multiple genes changes in accordance
with changes in gene order [32]. Therefore, E. coli growth
rates differ not only as a result of the presence and absence
of genes, but also gene order within operons. Generally, if
the expression of multiple genes is balanced, E. coli grows
rapidly, but if it is not, E. coli grows poorly or is totally
inhibited as toxic intermediates or bottlenecks accumulate. Yet,
optimizing more than five genes has been impossible using
conventional approaches because the number of gene orders
increases factorially with the number of genes in an operon.

We identified ten genes in this study. It was challenging
to analyze them accurately for the following reasons: (1) the
number of gene orders obtained from wet-lab experiments
was only 0.004% of the total 3,628,800 gene orders (the
dataset consists of 93 individual datasets from E. coli with
gene orders similar to wild-type strains as well as 51 datasets
with random gene orders); (2) even E. coli with identical
gene orders exhibit a large standard deviation in growth rate
(the maximum standard deviation of our dataset is around
0.05/h); (3) E. coli strains with high growth rates in the
dataset possess similar gene orders—the highest growth rate
was approximately 0.73/h.

Therefore, we adopted algorithms of heuristic machine
learning techniques that can resolve the trade-off between
accuracy and smoothness to elucidate which gene orders
significantly influence E. coli growth. As Fig. 3 shows, gene
order refers to the arrangement of genes, and it significantly
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influences the growth rate of E. coli. Accordingly, we inves-
tigated operon construction principles, how rearranging gene
order within an operon influences gene expression and thus
boosting E. coli growth, and tried to design new E. coli strains
with high growth rates.

Fig. 4 provides a flowchart describing the experimental
procedure. Throughout the wet-lab experiment, E. coli was
cultivated in duplicate. The OGAB method was exploited to
reconstitute gene orders by assembling multiple DNA frag-
ments with a desired order and orientation and thus generating
an operon structure in a resultant plasmid. We normalized the
raw data and classified the gene orders into several growth
rates; we selected a sampling of gene orders and verified them
through wet-lab experiments.

TABLE I
CLASSES OF GROWTH RATES FOR TWO-ALGORITHM CONSULTATION

Classes Growth Rate Classes Growth Rate

0 0–0.1/h 0.1 0.1–0.2/h
0.2 0.2–0.3/h 0.3 0.3–0.4/h
0.4 0.4–0.5/h 0.5 0.5–0.6/h
0.6 0.6–0.7/h 0.7 ≥ 0.7/h

IV. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

We conducted two experiments with consultation algo-
rithms, one employing the results of two algorithms—
Pittsburgh-style LCS [9], [10], [11] called GAssist [37] for
compact solutions with few rules and a decision-tree induc-
tion technique, C5.0—and the other employing the results of
four algorithms—other two well-known conventional machine
learning techniques, random forest and multilayer perceptron,
in addition to using LCS and C5.0. This was executed in
order to analyze the relationship between the gene order within
operons and E. coli growth rate. Then, we designed six operons
per experiment according to the optimal predicted gene orders
to assess the performance of the classifiers. Particularly, six
operons per experiments were selected because of the difficulty
of designing a large number of operons in terms of time and
effort.

We use the term “consultation” to refer to choosing gene
orders with high growth rates in each algorithm by considering
attributes of classifiers from C5.0 [38] in order to avoid over-
fitting. Such consultation algorithms are common in the field
of artificial intelligence for games, such as Chess [39] and
Shogi [40], in order to avoid over-fitting in each game engine
and increase the overall performance. The problem becomes
a classification domain, and the parameters of the classifier
model were selected to maximize ten-fold cross-validation
accuracy.

A. Two-Algorithm Consultation

Using LCS and C5.0, we classified 45 explanatory variables
(describing the relative orders between two genes) into eight
growth rate groups defined by an equal interval (Table I)—
the growth rates take precise values, so they had to be
converted into finite classes for the classification task. To test
the classification performance in wet-lab experiments, we also
examined 20 random datasets out of the total 144 datasets as
a test dataset.

Based on these classification results, we selected six gene
orders within the operon that are predicted to increase E.
coli growth, and we then designed strains in order to test
them using wet-lab experiments. First, we identified four
gene orders that were classified as promoting growth rates
exceeding 0.7/h in every algorithm considering C5.0 attributes.
Furthermore, we selected two gene orders predicted to have
growth rates that are relatively high but significantly different
from those of the original dataset in terms of the arrangement



TABLE II
CLASSES OF GROWTH RATES FOR FOUR-ALGORITHM CONSULTATION

Classes Growth Rate Classes Growth Rate

0 0–0.4/h 0.4 0.4–0.5/h
0.5 0.5–0.6/h 0.6 0.6–0.65/h

0.65 0.65–0.7/h 0.7 0.7–0.72/h
0.72 ≥ 0.72/h

of genes to investigate the influence of modifying gene order
remarkably.

B. Four-Algorithm Consultation

In addition to using LCS and C5.0, we also exploited
random forest [41], which is an efficient ensemble learning
method that employs many decision trees, and multilayer
perceptron [42], which is a standard neural network model.
We classified 45 explanatory variables (again, describing the
relative orders between two genes) into seven growth rate
groups (Table II). Each growth rate is divided into seven
classes with smaller ranges for high growth rates in order to
predict gene orders with high growth rates more accurately.
The results of the previous experiment (six datasets) were also
used as the main dataset for this analysis and 21 additional
datasets from the total 150 datasets were used as the test
dataset; three datasets per class were employed as test data.

From these classification results, we selected six gene orders
for the operon structure and designed them for subsequent
wet-lab experiments. First, we identified two gene orders that
were estimated to promote growth rates in excess of 0.72/h
by our LCS analysis and 0.7/h in the C5.0 analysis and
random forest analysis, which considers the C5.0 attributes.
In addition, we selected two gene orders that were estimated
to promote growth rates in excess of 0.7/h by our LCS,
C5.0, and random forest analyses and in excess of 0.65/h
by our multilayer perceptron analysis, which considers C5.0
attributes. Finally, two gene orders were identified that were
classified as promoting growth rates in excess of 0.7/h by
our LCS and random forest analyses, 0.65/h by our C5.0
analysis, and 0.72/h by our multilayer perceptron analysis,
which considers C5.0 attributes.

V. RESULTS

This section shows how our consultation algorithms utiliz-
ing LCS work in cases of consultation using two and four
algorithms. The results include both computational simulations
and their biological verification. Our method performed effec-
tive data mining in this gene expression analysis owing to
the high accuracy of LCS and its ability to determine definite
understandable rules that describe complex systems efficiently.

A. Two-Algorithm Consultation

Classification of Test Data by LCS. Fig. 5 shows classifica-
tion results and the numbers of gene orders are presented with

Fig. 5. Classification of test data by learning classifier systems.

Fig. 6. Classification of test data by C5.0.

both the classified class and the actual class. Classification
succeeded with 25% accuracy; if up to one class error is
allowed, we achieved 80% classification accuracy. Most gene
orders were classified as promoting growth rates between 0.4/h
and 0.5/h.

According to a rule set of eight simple and interpretable
rules, a gene order was determined that was given the highest
class assignment (≥ 0.7/h; the → operator represents the rule
stating that the gene preceding the operator is located in front
of the gene following the operator; for example, A→B means
gene A is located before gene B). According to this rule set,
gene A tends to be assigned to the front of the operon, while
gene J tends to be assigned to the back. The rule set inferred
to describe the highest growth rate classification using LCS is
as follows.

• A→B, A→G, B→H, C→I, D→F, E→I, E→J, H→J

Classification of Test Data by C5.0. C5.0 produced clas-
sifications with 40% accuracy (Fig. 6); permitting one error
class, this method obtained 80% of classification accuracy.
Six gene orders promoting growth rates between 0.3/h and
0.4/h or between 0.5/h and 0.6/h were incorrectly classified as
promoting growth rates between 0.4/h and 0.5/h.

Growth Rates of Newly Designed Operons. We selected
six novel gene orders within the operon that were classified
by our two-algorithm consultation to promote high growth
rates and then we designed them for wet-lab verification
experiments. They exhibited high growth rates (Fig. 7) and
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Fig. 7. Growth rates of E. coli with novel gene orders shown as means ±
SD. Strains (Gene orders): Order1 (ABEICHDFGJ); Order2 (ABDCEGFIHJ);
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Fig. 8. Classification of test data by learning classifier systems.

the empirical error was less than 6% per sample. In particular,
Order2 gave a growth rate comparable to the highest in the
dataset (around 0.73/h) considering that the maximum standard
deviation of our dataset is around 0.05/h. Order5 and Order6,
which each have completely different gene orders from the
dataset, demonstrated low growth rates compared with the
other orders.

B. Four-Algorithm Consultation

Classification of test data by LCS. Fig. 8 shows classification
results and the numbers of gene orders are presented with both
the classified class and the actual class. LCS yielded classifi-
cations that succeeded with around 38% accuracy (Fig. 8); if
up to one class error is allowed, we achieved around 95%
classification accuracy. Six gene orders promoting growth
rates between 0/h and 0.4/h or between 0.5/h and 0.6/h were
classified incorrectly as promoting growth rates between 0.4/h
and 0.5/h.

This analysis produced a restrictive rule set of 13 rules that
determined a gene order that was assigned to the highest class
(≥0.72/h). Genes A, B, C, and D each tended to be assigned
to the front of the operon, while gene J tended to be assigned
to the back. The rank order of gene A has an especially strong

Fig. 9. Classification of test data by C5.0.

Fig. 10. Classification of test data by random forest.

influence on the growth rate. The rule set inferred to describe
the highest growth rate classification using LCS is as follows.

• A→B, A→C, B→D, B→G, C→G, C→I, D→H, E→I,
F→J, G→J, H→E, H→F, I→J

Classification of Test Data by C5.0. C5.0 produced a clas-
sification with approximately 52% accuracy (Fig. 9); within
one class error, we obtained 86% classification accuracy. Six
gene orders promoting growth rates between 0.6/h and 0.65/h
or exceeding 0.72/h were incorrectly classified as promoting
growth rates between 0.65/h and 0.7/h.

Classification of Test Data by Random Forest. The random
forest analysis performed classification with around 48% accu-
racy (Fig. 10); if up to one class error is allowed, this method
reached 100% classification accuracy. Three gene orders pro-
moting growth rates between 0.6/h and 0.65/h were incorrectly
classified as promoting growth rates between 0.65/h and 0.7/h.

Classification of Test Data by Multilayer Perceptron.
The multilayer perceptron classification yielded 57% accuracy
(Fig. 11); within one class error, this method achieved 90%
classification accuracy. Five gene orders promoting growth
rates between 0.6/h and 0.65/h or exceeding 0.7/h were in-
correctly classified as promoting growth rates between 0.65/h
and 0.7/h.

Growth Rates of Newly Designed Operons. We designed
six novel operons with gene orders predicted to have high
growth rates according to our four-algorithm consultation. As
illustrated in Fig. 12, all of the newly designed operons showed
high growth rates (>0.6/h) and the empirical error was less



Fig. 11. Classification of test data by multilayer perceptron.
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Fig. 12. Growth rates of novel E. coli strains presented as means ±
SD. Strains (Gene orders): Order1 (ABCDFEHIGJ); Order2 (ACBDFGEHIJ);
Order3 (ABDCEFIGHJ); Order4 (ABDCGEHFIJ); Order5 (ABCDFEIGHJ);
and Order6 (ABCDFIEGHJ).

than 7% per sample. However, no operon promoted a higher
growth rate than that which was obtained by the previous
experiment based off of two-algorithm consultation. Order5,
as shown in Fig. 12, demonstrated a large standard deviation
(approximately 0.04). The gene orders obtained from the four-
algorithm analysis are more similar to each other compared
with those obtained in the two-algorithm analysis as it requires
more restrictions on selection.

VI. CONCLUSION

We found that certain two-gene order rules can be used to
design operons that significantly effect E. coli growth (i.e.,
production) using consultation algorithms that include LCS.
Moreover, we also successfully created new E. coli strains
with high growth rates using these operon construction rules.
Genes that are closer to the promoter in an operon exhibit
higher mRNA expression in general, as supported by real-
time RT-PCR results. However, the explanation for severe
growth rate differences among strains with different novel
operons is unclear. The interactions between genes may differ
substantially as their sequential order changes. Yet, other
potential explanations of the relationship between gene order
and growth rate warrant consideration.

Most operon rearrangement studies without computational
predictive modeling suggest that the gene orders that resemble
those of wild-type strains tend to have high growth rates [6],
[7]. Our computationally optimized operons are similar to
wild-type strains in gene order to some extent, as expected.
Gene A, which exhibits much higher mRNA expression levels
than other genes, was consistently located in the front of
the operon in order to obtain a high growth rate. However,
except for several genes strongly linked to their positions,
reordering genes for growth optimization is possible. LCS rule
sets, such as the optimal spatial relationship between gene E
and gene I, provide further details on how gene orders can
be optimized. While this is difficult to predict experimentally,
the results are easily understood by biologists. However, if
understandable rules are ignorerd, random forest might be the
most suitable method as it achieves 100% accuracy if up to
one-class incorrect classification is allowed.

Our study also reveals that surpassing the highest growth
rate of the dataset is challenging for the following reasons: (1)
although the classification of test data went well, no operon
promoted growth rates exceeding those previously found; (2)
the dataset is small and noisy; and (3) the dataset is biased
and efficient operons share similar gene orders.

We aimed to optimize operon structure for the largest
number of genes thus far—ten genes, which can be rearranged
into 3,628,800 orders—by a novel computational approach.
We focused on relative orders between two genes as the
explanatory variables. However, more comprehensive vari-
ables, such as those used in natural language processing,
may enhance classification accuracy; the structure involved in
assessing sentences through word order is similar to the operon
structure involved in predicting growth rates. These findings
should also be confirmed using more randomized data to avoid
over-fitting, especially when the number of genes within an
operon is more than ten. Furthermore, we focused on operons
that promote efficient growth; however, future studies should
also explore operons that inhibit E. coli growth.

Taken together, our findings illustrate that machine
learning—especially the use of consultation algorithms uti-
lizing LCS to avoid over-fitting—can help identify the most
efficiently structured operons even when the number of genes
within an operon is large. Changes in mRNA expression
of genes and gene interactions altered by gene order may
cause these results. Computational results must be interpreted
with caution, but newly designed operons tested in wet-lab
experiments support this approach. This first computational
study proves that pair-wise order relationships between genes
produce significant differences in operon efficiency; given
the difficulty of understanding all interactions between genes,
future studies with more comprehensive explanatory variables
are needed. Furthermore, our study suggests that LCS can
play a significant role in data mining from large and noisy
datasets extracted from biological systems, especially gene
expression analysis for the mass-production of useful materials
in synthetic biology.
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